
SEC  ENGLISH LANGUAGE   -  WRITING                 MARKING SCALE             May 2010

   CRITERIA
STANDARDS DESCRIPTORS  (8 MARKS)

1 - 2             3 – 4             5 – 6                   7 – 8
  VERY LIMITED        ADEQUATE         GOOD              EXCELLENT

   TASK ACHIEVEMENT AND
   RELEVANCE

-  writing is appropriate to task and purpose
-  (narrative) convincing characterisation/realistic sequence of 
   events
- (article) convincing point of view/knowledge of topic

- (biography) account of events/highlights
- (dialogue) converstaion moves forward
- (event) info about event/people’s feelings

   ORGANISATION AND
   LINKING

- ability to organise, present and link ideas clearly and 
  appropriately between paragraphs and within paragraphs
- (narrative) material is clearly controlled and sequenced
  (expository) material is clearly structured
- development of material is effectively managed 
  eg introduction - body - conclusion
- evidence of linking devices

   VOCABULARY - ability to use a range of vocabulary clearly, accurately and 
  appropriately
- range of vocabulary generally varied and judiciously chosen
- idiomatic language/expressions/imagery

   GRAMMAR - ability to use both simple and complex language accurately 
  and appropriately
- syntax is consistently accurate 
- punctuation is correct
- correct use of tenses

   SPELLING - correct spelling (simple, high frequency words/common
  words) of grammatical function words/prefixes and
  suffixes/content words
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